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Engagement Ecosystems
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What we’ll cover

ü What is an Engagement Ecosystem?

ü Who is it for?

ü How to implement it

ü Ecosystems in practice
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Register for the free hands-on Workshop!

When: Thursday June 15

Time: Time: 11:00 a.m. ET | 8:00 a.m. PT

Register here: 
granicus.com/resource/webinar-rise-of-the-
engagement-ecosystem/

including strategies and best practices —
to make sure your agency’s decisions are 
informed by the needs and perspectives 
of all members of your community.

Learn how to develop an 
engagement ecosystem 
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What is an Engagement Ecosystem?

Community
Needs

Organization
Goals

Technology

Engagement

Communications

Strategy DevelopmentUser Experience
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Why develop an Engagement Ecosystem?

When you consistently engage with your community, you’ll…

Quickly & efficiently 
answer questions

Gain insights Drive outcomes that 
align with your goals
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Old way

Long-term, macro-engagements 
with decisions made at the end

New way

A mix of micro and macro-
engagements with decisions made 

along the way

Shifting Paradigms
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City of 
Monterey: 
Roadmap to 
Commercial 
Cannabis

Webinar: Roadmap to Commercial 
Cannabis with the City of Monterey | 
EngagementHQ Sandbox 
(ehq4developmentreview.com)

https://ehq4developmentreview.com/retail-cannabis
https://ehq4developmentreview.com/retail-cannabis
https://ehq4developmentreview.com/retail-cannabis
https://ehq4developmentreview.com/retail-cannabis
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1. Dealing with a disgruntled community? 

2. Having trouble prioritizing your roadmap? 

3. Working in silos with no shared 
understanding of key community groups?

4. Have a history of poor program adoption 
and want to find out why?

5. All the above

6. None of the above

Poll: Is your agency or are you…
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Engagement Ecosystem Phases



Define | Identify the most relevant trends

Government agencies have access to many data resources that help identify 
opportunities with the greatest impact: 

1 2 3 4 5

Talking to 
people

Feedback from 
call centers

Reviewing 
social media

Analyzing 
website data

Running 
community 

visioning projects
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Define | Prioritize volume streams
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Ease of access
Regardless of their interaction with us, 

customers should experience the simplest 

path to getting something done and clearly 

understand what’s needed, including the 

options and entitlements available.

Example #1

Deliver customer value
All products and services offered by the 

organization should deliver adequate value 

to customers. They should also be effective, 

responsive, and reliable, resulting in the 

best outcome.

Example #2

Define | Crystallize value positions
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1. I use them all the time in my current role

2. I’m aware of what a user journey is, but I’m 
not sure how it applies to my current role

3. I’m aware of what a user journey is, but 
they don’t apply to my current role

4. What is a user journey?

Poll: User Journeys…
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Human-centered Design | Performance.gov

https://www.performance.gov/cx/hcd/
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ICR-Information-Collection-Request-Template-A11-Section-280-Clearance-2020-09-25.docx (live.com)

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.performance.gov%2Fassets%2Fcx%2Ffiles%2FICR-Information-Collection-Request-Template-A11-Section-280-Clearance-2020-09-25.docx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
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A human-centered approach to government | Performance.gov

https://www.performance.gov/cx/projects/
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Design | Map the user journey
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Outcomes Delivered

Identify bugs, UX issues and operational 
bottlenecks as soon as they happen.

Validate hypothesis for poor features / 
service adoption

Triage emerging issue before they 
become bigger problems

Track and quantify progress on impact 
after addressing issues.

Build | Seamless Experience
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Nurture | Communication
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Nurture | Agile Ethos 
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Use Cases | City Manager

Benchmark satisfaction

Supplement community visioning

Outcomes Delivered

Get a rapid and rich understanding of 
community needs

Validate hypothesis for poor program 
adoption

Respond to service issues faster

Confidently plan and prioritize roadmap

Job to be done: When a city manager is making decisions about program priority, 
they want to make sure their choice serves the community so they can avoid public 
scrutiny and drive successful adoption.
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Use Cases | Comms

Use input to segment community & personalize comms

Crowdsource content creation

Outcomes Delivered

Understand and quantify community pain 
points

Easily receive and share community 
stories

Uncover themes to verify and refine 
positioning

Identify key segments and what matters 
to them

Job to be done: When a Communications Director is developing a brand, messaging 
or campaign strategy, they want to understand their audience so that it is 
representative, impactful, and actionable for them.
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Use Cases | Planners

Outcomes Delivered

Get a rapid and rich understanding of 
community preferences to inform strategy

Confidently plan and prioritize 
development milestones

Build a database of community preferences

Validate hypothesis for growth

Streamline the population of reports and 
proposals

Job to be done: When Planners oversee development proposals, they want to 
ensure they meet community input requirements so that projects gain community 
support and receive city / council approval.
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Use Cases | Digital Teams / IT

Measure sentiment on key workflows Test & learn new technology

Outcomes Delivered

Identify bugs, UX issues and operational 
bottlenecks as soon as they happen.

Validate hypothesis for poor features / 
service adoption

Triage emerging issue before they 
become bigger problems

Track and quantify progress on impact 
after addressing issues.

Job to be done: When digital teams make a change to the website or service offering, 
they want to use data to assess the impact and optimize it over time so that they can 
make decisions that improve the end-user experience.
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Success in action | Manchester CT



31granicus.com Confidential & Proprietary

Don't guess. Know.
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Feature Showcase | Project Finder 

Helpdesk article found here

https://helpdesk.bangthetable.com/en/articles/2938484-project-finder-embed
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Feature Showcase | Engagement Embeds

Helpdesk article found here

https://helpdesk.bangthetable.com/en/articles/4429757-sharing-your-quick-poll-and-survey-with-engagement-embeds
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Feature Showcase | OpenCities Connector

Quick Start Guide found here

https://granicus.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/departments/Marketing/EaQsMME0JA9MtTSkqunktbYBI6oLs2T3H8FvfktG97sv0A?e=tgIaC4
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Feature Showcase | govDelivery Connector

Helpdesk Article Found Here

https://helpdesk.bangthetable.com/en/articles/3394316-govdelivery-integration-configuration


Thank you!




